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Stock benchmarks closed lower Friday as 
rising COVID-19 cases raised doubts about 
the economic recovery. However, this was 
offset partly by the progress toward 
vaccines.

Analysts stated that the Treasury 
Department?s decision to allow some 
emergency Federal Reserve programs to 
expire was seen as a modest negative for 
markets.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA fell 
219.75 points, or 0.8%, to close at 
29,263.48. The S&P 500 SPX dropped 24.33 
points, or 0.7%, to finish at 3,557.54. The 
Nasdaq Composite Index COMP reversed 
early gains to close at 11,854.97, down 
49.74 points or 0.4%.
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US Treasury allows Fed backst ops t o expire

On Thursday, the US Department of the 
Treasury informed the US Federal Reserve 
Board that the department will not renew 
several programs established early in the 
coronavirus pandemic. Doing so will backstop 
specific fixed income asset classes. While the 
programs have been minimally used, their 
existence has provided investors with a safety 
net that will expire at the end of 2020. 
Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin has 
asked the central bank to return $455 billion 
of unused funds. This includes Congress 
reallocating those monies to fund additional 
Paycheck Protection Program loans. The Fed 
has asked Treasury to reconsider the decision. 
The incoming Biden administration could 
revive the backstop, but such an action would 
need congressional approval.

US hom e sales reach 14-year  high

In October, ultra-low mortgage rates and 
shifting housing patterns spurred by the 

pandemic caused the US existing home sales 
to expand at an annual rate of 6.85 million for 
a fifth consecutive month. This marks the 
highest annualized rate since February 2006. 
The National Association of Realtors reports a 
price jump of 15.5% over the previous year. 
Additionally, the median home price rose to 
$313,000, a record on both a nominal and 
inflation-adjusted basis. Retail sales were less 
robust in October, rising only 0.3%, the 
slowest pace in six months.

Global equit ies ent ice f lows

The upbeat news on the potential for the 
near-term rollout of several coronavirus 
vaccines has helped prompt significant inflows 
into global equities in recent weeks. Bank of 
America estimates that $74.4 billion has 
flowed into global equity markets over the 
past two weeks. At the same time, Investors 
Intelligence reported this week that its survey 
of newsletter writers found that nearly 60% of 
them were bullish, which is often a contrarian 
indicator.

Global indebt edness skyrocket s

An Institute of International Finance (IIF) study 
finds that the total level of global 
indebtedness rose by $15 trillion in the first 
three quarters of 2020. The global GDP rose to 
$227 trillion or about 365% which was up from 
320% at the end of 2019. The IIF warned that 
the pace of debt accumulation will make it 
difficult for the global economy to reduce 
borrowing in the future without "significant 
adverse implications for economic activity."
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Shares of Gilead Sciences Inc. GILD fell 0.9% 
after a World Health Organization panel 
recommended against doctors using the 
drug remdesivir to treat coronavirus 
patients.

Shares of Workday Inc. WDAY lost 9.3% after 
the cloud-software company delivered 
strong revenue and continued earnings 
growth in its third-quarter results.

Shares of software-security company McAfee 
Inc. MCFE lost 3.5% after it reported a 
break-even third quarter on sales of $728 
million, delivering its first results since 
returning to public markets last month.

Foot Locker Inc. FL shares closed nearly 5% 
lower after the athletic shoe and accessories 

seller reported a surprise increase in 
same-store sales and profit that rose well 
above expectations.

Shares of Nike Inc. NKE after the athletic 
apparel and accessories company said it was 
raising its quarterly dividend by 12%. Shares 
gained 0.8%.

Butterfly Network Inc. said Friday it had 
agreed to merge with special purpose 
acquisition corporation Longview Acquisition 
Corp. LGVW in a deal with an enterprise 
value of $1.5 billion. Longview shares closed 
26.8% higher.

Shares of Sotera Health Co. SHC closed 9.1% 
higher, the day after its IPO.

DoorDash filed for a public stock offering on 
Friday. The food delivery company will list on 
the New York Stock Exchange under the 
ticker DASH.

HEADLINERS

The International Monetary Fund warned that 
elevated asset prices point to a disconnect 
between markets and the real economy 
resulting in a potential threat to financial 
stability. However, the IMF urged governments 
and central banks not to prematurely 
withdraw policy support.

Today, the Trump administration is expected 

to introduce a rule tying some US prescription 
drug prices to those in other countries.

The nomination of Judy Shelton to the Federal 
Reserve Board by US President Donald Trump 
failed to advance this week. It is unclear if her 
nomination will be considered for another 
vote. Three Republican senators failed to back 
the appointment due to Shelton's unorthodox 
views on monetary policy.



Five strategies for managing your student debt. 
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STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING STUDENT LOAN DEBT

Do you have questions about your stimulus check, the 
CARES Act, recession, SBA loans, finances, the market or the 
economy?

Park 10 Financial has the knowledge and expertise to 
answer all of your concerns. 

Em ail:  info@park10f inancial.com  
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